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About VAM Online Learning Plans 
 
In the unprecedented and unpredictable times of COVID-19, Vancouver Academy of Music's first priority 
is the health and safety of its community. VAM will continue to monitor the ever-evolving situation 
closely in all its stages and follow the advice of public health authorities.  
 
During the course of the current public health crisis, VAM is anticipating the need to intermittently close 
its facilities, partially and/or fully, until the provincial authorities declare the final stage of BC's restart 
plan. Our series of Online Learning Plans aim to inform our students and families that VAM is prepared 
for a variety of scenarios moving forward. Tailored individually to each program, each Plan outlines the 
scope and content of remote instruction, to be employed at any time that it is not safe to offer in-person 
instruction.  
 
 
Online Learning Plan for Suzuki Preparatory Classes (Strings) 
 
Online learning for Suzuki Preparatory classes focuses on one of the Suzuki philosophy's core tenets, the 
Parent-Teacher-Child triangle. These classes will provide the foundation of the 'Suzuki triangle' by 
providing instruction to the parents. Remote online instruction will be available to any parent who has 
internet connection, a device such as a computer or tablet, a webcam and microphone. 
 
Online classes will begin by teaching you, the parent, how to play the songs your child will eventually 
learn. As your child starts to show interest, we'll begin to incorporate your child into the music lessons 
little by little, by playing fun musical games where they learn to sing the repertoire and tap rhythms.  
 
Though the intention is to support the children in their first year of study, many parents choose to 
continue taking lessons on string instruments for their own enjoyment after the course is over 
 

 


